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Paul Brodsky - Gold Could See Five Digits in 2012
December 23, 2011
On the heels of legendary trader Jim Sinclairʼs interview regarding the current panic in the gold
market, today KWN wanted to speak with the firm that is calling for $10,000 gold to get their take
what readers should be focused on at this point. Paul Brodsky, who co-founded QB Asset
Management...
Read more...

Jim Sinclair - The Gold Panic & What to Expect in 2012
December 22, 2011
With escalating fears from gold and silver investors around the world, including professionals,
today King World News interviewed legendary Jim Sinclair. When KWN asked if he has ever seen
this kind of fear and panic in the gold market, Sinclair responded, “Not in the first gold market
(1970s), not...
Read more...

Rick Rule - Here is What Investors Need to Look for in 2012
December 22, 2011
With 2012 just around the corner, gold stabilizing near the $1,600 level and silver below $30,
today King World News interviewed one of the most street smart pros in the resource sector, Rick
Rule, Founder of Global Resource Investments. KWN wanted to find out from Rule what investors
and...
Read more...

Investors Intelligence - Latest Sentiment Readings on Stocks
December 21, 2011
With intense volatility in stock markets, today King World News wanted share, with its global
readers, key portions from the latest Investors Intelligence report: “This week the bulls jumped to
48.4%, from 45.3% a week ago. That reading again shows the most bulls since July. It signals an
overall...
Read more...

Pierre Lassonde - This Gold Bull Market is Far From Over
December 21, 2011
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With so much worry surrounding the gold and silver markets, today King World News interviewed
legendary Pierre Lassonde, to get his thoughts on what to look for going forward. Pierre is
arguably the greatest company builder in the history of the mining sector. He is past President of
Newmont...
Read more...

James Turk - Gold Set to Close Higher for 11th Straight Year
December 21, 2011
With continued fears about the situation in Europe and gold and silver prices stabilizing, today
King World News interviewed James Turk out of Spain to get his take on the situation. When
asked about the ongoing crisis, Turk responded, “There is some stunning news today here in
Europe, Eric. In an...
Read more...

London Trader - There are Tremendous Silver Shortages
December 20, 2011
King World News is receiving reports of significant waits for delivery of silver. Today King World
News interviewed the “London Trader” to get his take on the situation. The source stated, “It is so
tight, the silver market is so tight that weʼve been waiting three weeks plus, before this...
Read more...

Chris Whalen - Expect Bank Holidays in Europe & Higher Gold
December 20, 2011
With gold and silver stabilizing, while concerns about the health of the banking system, on both
sides of the Atlantic, continue to persist, today King World News interviewed Chris Whalen, who is
now partnered with Jim Rickards over at Tangent Capital. When asked about continued money
printing and...
Read more...

London Trader - We are Witnessing a Historic Bottom in Gold
December 20, 2011
With many investors worried the price of gold could head lower, today King World News
interviewed the “London Trader” to get his take on the gold market. The source stated, “The
Chinese have continued to take delivery of both physical gold and silver directly from the ETFʼs
GLD and SLV. They are...
Read more...

John Williams - Gold to Prevail as System Falls into Disorder
December 19, 2011
With so many questions surrounding the stability of the financial system, John Williams of
Shadowstats issued this warning in his latest commentary: “Dollar Debasement Has Just Begun. 
Despite all of Wall Streetʼs negative hoopla over gold during the price volatility of the last week,
the precious...
Read more...

Gerald Celente - Sneak Peak of the Top Trends for 2012
December 19, 2011
KWN is giving readers and listeners globally an exclusive sneak peak into Gerald Celenteʼs top
trends for 2012. Gerald Celente is founder of Trends Research and the man many consider to be
the top trends forecaster in the world. When asked about the top trends for 2012, Celente stated,
“One of our...
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Read more...

Michael Pento - Hereʼs How Central Planners will Impact Gold
December 19, 2011
With continued volatility in global markets, today Michael Pento, of Pento Portfolio Strategies
writes for King World News to explain what investors should expect from central planners, gold
and other asset prices in the weeks and months ahead: “I indicated in my King World News post
dated December...
Read more...


